
  

Privacy: users leave footprints

A person walking leaves physical footprints. 
Similarly, a user on the Internet leaves electronic footprints.

A user's information footprint is not just what the user 
intentionally posts online. 



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

A person walking leaves physical footprints. 
Similarly, a user on the Internet leaves electronic footprints.

A user's information footprint is not just what the user 
intentionally posts online. 

The footprint consists of:
● all of the information that a user posts or that others post 

about the user, 
● the hidden data attached to those posts by the services used, 
● the record of a user's online activities, 
● the inferences that can be drawn from putting that collective 

information together.



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

Hidden information about user’s activity

● An Internet connection transmits the sender's IP address 
along with the info the user sends (an email, a request to 
view a webpage, etc.). 

● Websites and apps store the address, and other info (like 
where a user's mouse spends time on a webpage, …)

● An app on a mobile phone may communicate location data 
back to a server

● A camera app may embed location information in an image. 
EXIF is a common image format that include metadata. 
Metadata refers to extra information that describes data, like 
location information for image data, or author information for 
a word processing document.



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

Hidden information about user’s activity

Even when not on the Internet, everyday activities generate 
data:

● going to the doctor, 
● purchasing items with a credit card, or even 
● turning on a TV,
● etc. 

may lead to data being recorded about a user.



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

Hidden information about user’s activity

Data collected about someone can be used to infer even more 
about that person. 

Example: A tweet saying a person is on vacation and a public 
record linking a person's name and address could be used to 
identify a good target for robbery.
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How to minimize a user’s footprint information ?



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

How to minimize a user’s footprint information ?

1) Customize the technology

Check privacy settings on mobile apps, computer software, 
and online accounts. Settings that can typically be turned off: 

● location services, which provide GPS information about 
current location

● metadata in images
● sharing contact information with third parties



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

How to minimize a user’s footprint information ?

2) Communicate about preferences

Check privacy status with companies:
Banks, insurance providers, hospitals, and other companies 
are often legally bound to let users opt out of at least some 
types of data sharing.



  

Privacy: users leave footprints

How to minimize a user’s footprint information ?

3) Choose apps used

Delete online accounts not in use and remove content that is 
no longer needed.



  

Privacy: users aren't anonymous

Users aren't anonymous

Being anonymous on the Internet is nearly impossible. 

For example, a user's IP address may be transmitted along 
with a web browser's configuration, which can be combined to 
uniquely identify a user.

Recall the service https://www.whatismyip.com/

It allows to give an approximate location of the user

https://www.whatismyip.com/


  

Privacy: users aren't anonymous

Users aren't anonymous

Being anonymous on the Internet is nearly impossible. 

Even "private browsing" or "incognito" modes on web browsers 
still may transmit such information.

Advanced users who use an anonymization proxy to cover the 
IP address may still have uniquely identifiable information leak 
through, such as a browser configuration, cookies, or the 
information the user submits upon request.



  

Privacy: users aren't anonymous

Users aren't anonymous

Being anonymous on the Internet is nearly impossible. 

Advanced techniques like data mining can analyze language 
usage, faces, locations, and other items to match a unique 
individual.

And, even a single link between an online identity and a 
person's real self can lead to people discovering a user's 
identify. 

Companies exist, such as Rapleaf.com or Data.com, that 
aggregate data from many sources to yield a full personal 
profile, which can include home address, income level, job 
description, and other private information.



  

Privacy: users aren't anonymous

Strategies to protect a user's identity

● Customize the technology

Use privacy tools such as Ghostery, Disconnect, or Privacy 
Badger to limit a websites' ability to track user activities.

● Choose apps used

Only provide as much personal information as is needed. 

● Always assume there is no anonymity, and therefore less 
privacy, when doing something electronically.

● Before providing information in a form — online or even 
paper — consider what the information is needed for.



  

Privacy: information IS valuable

Self-study, see Section 10.3



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

Unencrypted electronic communication over the Internet is like 
sending a postcard by physical mail: the information can be 
read by anybody along the mail delivery route. 

Electronic communication is routed through numerous 
intermediary computers, which can each read the 
communication.
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Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Do you use your pet’s name in a password?

Do you use your/your close friend’s/child’s/ name in a 
password?

Birth year/month/day?



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Examples of strong passwords:

● K9sld12JHK~a8

● Ten912~m_45fsd



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Examples of strong passwords:

● K9sld12JHK~a8

● Ten912~m_45fsd

● In the town where I was born
  Lived a man who sailed to sea



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Examples of strong passwords:

● K9sld12JHK~a8

● Ten912~m_45fsd

● In the town where I was born
  Lived a man who sailed to sea
  



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Examples of strong passwords:

● K9sld12JHK~a8

● Ten912~m_45fsd

● In the town where I was born
  Lived a man who sailed to sea
  

ItwIwbLmwss



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Someone could listen

A good practice is to use strong passwords and communicate 
sensitive information using a secure channel.

Examples of strong passwords:

● K9sld12JHK~a8

● Ten912~m_45fsd

● In the town where I was born
  Lived a man who sailed to sea
  

ItwIwbLmwss

9ItwIwb2Lmws_s



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Encrypting and decrypting the messages

Cryptography or cryptology is the practice and study of 
techniques for secure communication in the presence of third 
parties ( -from WikipediA)

Cryptography prior to the modern age was effectively 
synonymous with encryption, the conversion of information 
from a readable state to apparent nonsense.

Encryption scrambles plaintext into a cyphertext to prevent 
unauthorized users from accessing the information. 

It is similar to writing a postcard using a secret code language, 
so that the information is not readable along the delivery route. 

  



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Encrypting and decrypting the messages

While privacy and security are two different concepts, without 
security there is no privacy.

  



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Encryption strengths and weaknesses

Users in the same secure wireless network have the same 
decryption authorization for that network. 

Additional encryption may be needed to hide information from 
other local users. 

Multiple layers of encryption can improve the security of 
communications. 

A communication protocol, meaning the rules for transferring 
information among computers, often includes encryption.

  



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Common protocols involving encryption

  Communication 
method

Common protocols

Wi-Fi WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access II)
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) 
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)

Email PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) 
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)

Web HTTPS (HyperText Transfer Protocol 
Secure)

File Transfer SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol)



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Encryption strengths and weaknesses

Encryption cannot guarantee security, but stronger encryption 
does make information harder to access. 

Its "strength" is determined by a number of factors:
● the type of encryption algorithm used,
● the size of the cryptographic key, etc. 

The cryptographic key is used by an algorithm to transform 
plaintext into ciphertext and backwards. 

The stronger the encryption, the more computing resources 
are needed to break the encryption and access the user 
information.



  

Privacy: someone could listen

Encryption strengths and weaknesses

Typically, the most important security problem is due to human 
behavior. 

Security can be compromised by users because of:
●  weak passwords, 
● passwords are stored in insecure places (physical or virtual),
● through social engineering like fake "phishing" emails. 
  - users are asked to provide sensitive account information.

   Visit http://www.phishing.org/phishing-examples

http://www.phishing.org/phishing-examples


  

Encrypting and decrypting the messages

The Imitation Game
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